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STUDY OF L_4 ABORT TRANSFER TP_JECTORIES
' By .A_.._e_!ia. ,C_sey and Paul J. Stu!!
,t
SUMMARY
The results of an inv__stigationof the orbital transfer character-
istics for L_M aborts from the Hoh_ann descent tl_nsfer and from circular
parking orbits attained after aborting from the powered descent and from
_ the lunar surface are presented. The variation of the requi_md charac-
_ teristic velocity and the time required to complete rendezvous indicates
that the present allowances of 500 to 600 fps and 10.5 hours contingency
_ time are sufficient for most ,tort situations. The exception applies to
_ those aborts i?om the lunar surface initiated between I.0 and 2.I hours
after the time for a nominal launch. Aborts during ti_isperiod may not
be completed autonomously by the L_, but require phasing maneuvers by_ the CSM,
I_ INTRODU_ON
_ At any time after L_ se_ration from the OSMa mission abort may
_ be necessary due to s_me system failure, for example, life support, de-
_. scent propulsion, or prime guidance system_. The trajectories necessi-
_.. rated by these aborts are generally divided into two parts: (I) subor-
_ bital po_red flight, and _2) orbital transfer or .casting flight to
intercept and rendezvous with the C_. These two flight regions are
concerned with different o_erational parameters and hence require sep-
_ state investigations. It is the purpose of this report to determine
_ only the family of orbital transfer trajectories for L_M aborts during
all phases of the landing mission.
_._, In this abort trajectory study calculationsare based on the two-
impulse conic equasions_ The trajectories are constrain£d to have a
' clear pericynthion altitude of 50 000 feet, a time to rendezvous of
_ less than 10.5 and velocity (fuel) within thehours, requirements
_ L_ &V budget. Transfer trajectories for aborts off the Hobmann de-
_ scent transfer, powered descent, and surface are investigated.
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
A sketch of the nominal L_4 mission is shown in figure i. The CSM
and _ are initially in a circular parking orbit st _..,_la_,ticalmiles
above the lunar surfacs, From this orbit, the L_N is separated from
the C,%_4.and injected into a }{ohmanndescent transfer to a pericynthion
altitude of 50 000 _et. ^_ _ _- _
_ ,_h_ point, ,,,_ p_e1_d descent to the
lunar surface is begum by the L_M. After completing the lunar surface
mission, the L_ is launched to 50 000 feet in the plane of the orbit-
ing CSM. The launch is terminated_:ithconditions required to insert
iuto a Hohmann ascent transfer to rendezvous with the C._Nin the park-
ing orbit.
Assuming an abort decision is necessary any time after _ separa_
tion, there are three possible phases in the nominal m_ssion during
; which the L_ _an inject i_to an abort trajectory. The_e phases are:
I (15 the Hohmann (coasting)descent transfer, (25 powered descent to the
lunar surface, and (3) the lunar surface.
Hohmann Descent Transfer Phase
Figure 2 (aS illustrates an abort trajectory from the Hohmann de-
scent phase. Due to the abundance of propulsion (i.e., descent and ac-
cent propulsion5 available for an abort during this part of the mission,
many types of abort trajectories could be investigated. The two extreme
abort trajectories are considered herein: (I) minimum AV abort trans-
.. fer, and (2) high AV or quick-time aborts, The first type is required
for minimum fuel reference pu1_osee and also indicates aborts that could
be performed by the low thrust reaction control system (RC85 if main
engine failures necessitate the abort. The quick-tlme abort illustrates
the type of aborts available using the propulsion of either or both the
ascent and descent engine° For example, such trajectories may be neces-
sary in the event of a life sapport system malfunction dtu,ing this first
sustained manned operation of the LEM.
Powered Descent Phase
..: An abort from the powered descent phase is illustrated in fig-
I ure 2 (b). First, a continuous powered abort flight back to a circular
! orbit at 50 000 feet altitude must be performed. At this point, the
LFM is inserted into an abort transfer trajectory that will intercept
the CSM. It is not the purpose of this report to investigate the sub-
orbital phase of this abort, but rathez to inve.stigatethe transfer
i phase. Reference powered abort trajectories used for suborbital flightare defin d in the section on scope,of calculations,
" i
_ i m m _ m mm
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Surface Phase
A surface abort is defined as an anytime launch situation. That
is, the CSM may not be at a favorable position for economical (fue:lor
time) L_N launch to perform intercept and rendezvous. Hence, as illus-
trated in figure 2 (c), this abort is accomplished in three parts;
, . launch to a parking or phasing orbit, co_st in phasing orbit for favor-
able transfer conditions, and f_,a]ly, transfer to intercept and ren_
dezvous. Again, a standard or reference suborbital powered launch
trajectory is assumed.
SOOPE OF CALCDS_TIONS _
\
.- For this study, the circular parking orbit of the Apollo vehicle is _
_. the nominal 80-nautical-miles orbit. It is assumed that the LEM lands
_._ in the plane of the CSM orbit and, therefore, the aborts off the Ho_m_nn _
_ descent transfer and powered descent are plattert_Jectories. However,
_ due to surface rotation, surface aborts may be initiated up to _ out -_'-V"
_! of the plane of the orbiting CSM and still be consistent with the LEM
design AV budget.
All the AV's for the abort transfers are impulsive and are c_l-
_ culated by solving Lambert's problem for the conic trajectory given a
transfer time and an initial and final radius. A AV of around 600 fps
_. is allowed for aborts off the powered descent prior to phasing for nom-
_ inal l&unch conditions. For aborts off the IJowereddescent occorring_00 _i
_L_ after this phasing, as well as aborts from the surface, a AV of fpsis allowed.
. Out-of-plane corrections are asmmmd to be performed at a node be- ._
: t-_eenthe OSM orbit plane and the ZEM transfer orbit plane. An addi- _
tional AV of _8 fps is considered to be.conservative for this correc-
,, tion.
All aborts must _ve a clear pericynthion of _0 000 feet for safety,
_ with the exception of the quick time aborts, for which only an initial
% positive flight path angle need be assumed. The clear pericynthion _
_ trajectories are found by iterating on transfer time. The quick-time
_ aborts are limited to transfer times from i_00to i_00 seconds since
•_' times shorter than this would r_qulre a continuous powered flight anal- ,
_ ysis (as opposed to impulsive). ,_"
_ Initi_l conditions for the orbital flights are established from
_ typical suborbital trajectories exemplified in figure 3 by the altitude ,
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4time histories for the powered landing and aborts off this landing.
_e range angles and flight times for these suborbital trajectories are
g_ven in table I.
The reference descent is terminated at I000 feet. Two minutes of
translahion and hover time are allowed from this point to the surface.
' Aborts during this two-minute phase are considered to be the same as •
surface abo1_s.
For surface aborts, the time to rendezvous (time in phasing orbit
plus transfer time) is assumed t_ be limited to a lO.5-hour contingency
time which is consistent with current LEM life support systems and power
system design.
i
I I EES_TLTS
J
Presented here are the characteristics of the families of orbital
tra1_sfertrajectories for aborts from the three pSases of the _ mis-
sion. These characteristicsare Z_V to give an indication of fuel,
pericynthion altitude for s_fety, and total time for llfe support system
design.
Abort Transfers - Hohmann Descent
Two types of transfers are analyzed for aborts fram the Hohmann
descent; namely, minimum dV aborts and quick-time aborts.
The injection velocity AVI and the rendezvous velocity AV2
of the minimum AV abort trajectories o_T the Hohmann descent transfer
are shown in figure 4 as a function of the time from L_/C_M separation.
The time from LEM separation to initiation of tb,_powered descent
(pericynthion)is only O.97 hour or 3484 seconds. However, to investi-
gate the effect of continued coast in the Hohmann transfer orbit beyond
pericynthion, separation times up to 2.1 hours are shown. This type of
transfer can be made if time is not critical. The results indicate that
the &V for aborting increases to 480 fps (at pericynthion)j however,
by coasting beyond pericynthion for another 0.97 hours (apocynthion)
the AV for aborting is reduced to 270 fps. _
The pericynthion altitude, hp, for these transfers is always
I greater than or equal to 50 000 feet as depicted in figure 5, thus ad- ._hering to the clear pericynthion requirement for safety, i
J
l '
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The total time of the abort transfer T and the transfer angle 8
of the minimum AV abort transfers are presented in figtu'e6 as a lunc-
h. tion of the time from separation (time of abort). The time to rendez-
_'% vous is never greater than 2.8 hours, while 8 varies from 150° to
.: 350°. The discontinuity around 270 seconds is due to the fact that two
•'_ "minimum" &V aborts occur -- one with a e > 180° and the other with
i a 8 < 180°. One of these is a "local minimum", whereas the other is -
' an "absol_te m_nim_". At the 7_O-_.cond abort tlm_, _t happen_ that
the transfer angles of the local and absolute minimum transfers are
. switching positions (e > 18o° to 8 < 18oo). Although the _V pen- _
alty is less than 1 fps between the local and absolute minimums_ the
_ absolute is plotted in each instance, that is, absolute within the per-
icynthion restrictions imposed.
_J The results of the quick-time aborts (transfer times from _00 to
L _i" 1200 see) are depicted in figure 7. The AVT for each transfer time
I is varied with the time of abort. There are no pericynthion restric-
• tions on these aborts. The _VT is shown to be as large as 6000 fps
for these impulsive transfers. While it is realized that _V's of
il this magnitude cannot be input impulsively, the results do indicate theorder of magnitude of the AVT required for specified quick-time aborts.
Also, since the AV design limits for the descent (AV = 7400 fps) and_, ascent (_V = 6600 fps) stages are each greater than the _VT required,
then only one of these engines would be required for the quick-timeaborts.
Abort Transfers -Powered Descent
The orbital transfers off the powered descent are initialized from
the suborbital reference trajectories presented in table I. The &V1
and AV2 for the coasting transfers for aborts during powered descent
are shown as a function of time of abort from the beginning of the
powered descent (50 O00-foot altitude). The total velocity required
'_. (_VI + _V 2) decreases as the LEM descent trajectory approaches the
. ' surface. In fact, the abo_ transfer becomes a Hohm_nn transfer (same
as nominal launch trajectory) for an abort at the 1700-foot altitude; point, Aborts below this point are Qonsidered to be the same as the
' surface aborts to be discussed in the next section.
_-_.
_' The transfer angle e and the transfer time T for abort_ off
_ the powered descent are presented in figure 9 as a function of the abort
_ time. The transfer angle is shown to from 178@ to 268@ while Tvary
_ ranges from 1 hourto llhours.
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6Abort Transfers - Surface Aborts
All transfers for surface aborts are referenced to conditions at
bamour of nominal launch (50 000 ft). It should be noted that this
does not correspond to conditions that exist immediately upon touchdown.
It does, however, correspond to conditions for an abort from the
, 1700-foot altitude point in the descent trajectory_ hence, aborts during .
this last _ minutes of the descent are identical to aborts for the
=2
first 2_ minutes after nominal launch. A plot of variation of the time v
to rendezvous (time in phasing orbit plus Hohmann transfer time) with
time after nominal launch is shown in figure ]0. ._netime to rendez-
vous varies linearly from .97 hour to I0.5 hours (contingency limit)
for the fi _st 62 minutes of surface stay time. Since th_ period of the
CSM is approximately 2.I hours, it _s obvious then _hat it will be about
another 1.1 hours until the CSM position is again correct for a nominal
launch to Hohmann transfer conditions. The results shown in figure lO
are not necessarily the best for time considerations. In fact, after
10.75 minutes stay time: the rendezvous time would be less if the L_N
waited for th_ second pass of the CSM over the landing site and per-
formed _%nimmediate launch to Hohmann transfer conditions. After this
point, the time in the phasing orbit is greater than the remainder of
the CSM period. However, if the _ had to leave the lunar surface,
Hokmx_nnphasing conditions could be obtained by waiting in the phasing
orbit as shown in figure I0, although the rendezvous time would be
greater.
Aborts af-°er1 hour stay time and before 2.i hours stay time re-
quire phasing maneuvers by the CSM as well as the L_M, as discussed in
reference 1. However, 4.5 minutes prior to the 2.1-hour stay time, the
"_EMcould abort and perform an intercept transfer other than a Hohmann
transfer. In this case, the phase angle at the end of the powered
launch would be less than the phase angle necessary for a Hoh_ann trans-
fer, and since the I_ orbital velocity is greater than that of the CSM,
Hohmann phasing conditions could not be obtained within the contingency
time by waiting in the phasing orbit, therefore necessitating another
type of transfer. Figure II shows the transfer angle and rendezvous
time as a function of phase angle for these transfers. The variation
! of AVI, AV2, and AVT with phase angles is shown in figure 12. _ese
are planar transfer requirements (see Scope of Calc_,!ationsfor out-of-
i plane consideration). The AVT varies from Hohn_nn impulse of 198 fps '
to 503 fps (near maximum AV a_ilable for perfect launch). After this
! time the AVT becomes prohibitive and OSM phasing maneuvers become
i necessary. It is to be noted that the abort problem from the _unar sur-
face is of a cyclic nature ant the results in figures I0, II, and 12
i will recur at the campletion of each CSM orbit.
!
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_. A s,mmnarization of aborts during all 3 phases of the LEM mission is
_,' shown in flg,m-e 13. Although the chart is terminated at 4.5 hours after
the Lt_I is separated from the CSM, aborts beyond this time are repre-- -;!_
,._ sented by the cyclic pattern occurring between 2.2 and 4.2 hours. The '_
, length of this period corresponds to the orbital period of the CSM.
_ This plot depicts only one _uch period, but the pattern m_y be repeated :_
_: , for the lifetime of the LEM. "_
: There is a discontinuity in the total _V curve at .97 hour, ,_.
. that is, the initiation of the powered descent. A _V of 100 fps must !_
,. be added since aborts from the powered descent terminate _t circular ._
orbital conditions, and all other aborts are off the Ho_mmnn descent. ._
% l
• CONCLUDING REMARKS _
The results of an investigation of the orbital transfer c_aracter-
._ istics fo_ L_ aborts from the Hohmann descent transfer and from clr-" cular parking orbits attained after aborting from the powered descent
_i. and from the lunar surface P,.vebeen presented. The variation of the _ -required characteristic velocity and the time required to complete
_ rendezvous indicate that the present allowances of _00 to 600 fps and I
I0._ hours contingency time are sufficient for most _bort situations. '_
_!i The exception applies to those aborts from the lunar surface initiated i
_!., between I.0 and 2.i hours after the time for a nominal launch. Abo_s
_. during this period may not be completed aut_nomousiy by the LEM, but
require phasing maneuvers by the CSM. ' "
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